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Welcome to your new travel companion, our Allrounder 2023 
Enough space to travel comfortably and conveniently, but compact enough for the narrowest roads and 
campgrounds. With our smallest floor plan and an overall length of just over 24 feet, you get a very handy as 
well as maneuverable motorhome due to the well thought-out layout and still enough space for up to 5 people.  

As in the past years, we do not use slide-outs in our allrounder, simply because the layouts with slide are often 
difficult to use when retracted, the slide causes additional wind noise when driving and the heavy mechanics are 
additionally detrimental to fuel consumption. In return, you get large panoramic windows and additional 
storage space, e.g. for the extensive kitchen equipment.  

The new and improved Ford V8 not only consumes less fuel than the V10 engines previously in use, with an 
impressive 7.3L of displacement and 325 hp, it really is up to any challenge. Thus, we can allow with ease with 
our vehicles what others do not allow: Driving to Death Valley even in summer. 
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The living area: 
The sleeping area can be well separated with a curtain and offers a lot of easily accessible storage space above 
the comfortable queen bed. Since we always want to offer our customers something more, we have had a 
higher quality mattress retrofitted in all our motorhomes, so you can sleep comfortably even and especially on 
vacation!  

The kitchen has a high-quality stainless steel sink and a large refrigerator with separate freezer compartment. 
For cooking there is a convection microwave or an integrated baking oven and a three-burner gas stove. Thus, 
no wishes remain unfulfilled!  

The large dinette can easily be converted into a comfortable bed. In the overhead bunk there are two full-sized 
sleeping spaces available, which are also large enough for adult. 

The bathroom:  
In this layout, the bathroom is located to the side in the rear to save space. This makes the motorhome look 
spacious and open. Among other things, the bathroom has a large separate shower and a spacious mirrored 
cabinet. 
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Technical data of the vehicle: 
New Ford V8, 7.3L      Length:   24’1“  
325 horsepower, automatic transmission    Height:   11’6“  
55 gallons fuel tank (range of over 500 miles)   Width:   99“  
Air conditioner, cruise control, Hands-free system and   Interior Height:   7’  
on-board computer, Bluetooth radio with rear view camera, 
Apple CarPlay and Android-Car 
5 Seatbelts 

Equipment of your motorhome: 
Sleeps up to 5 people    
Absorption-refrigerator with electric or propane gas operation 15’ electrical awning 
Convection Microwave or baking oven    3 burner cooktop 
W-LAN amplifier      42“ LED-TV 
4kW power generator      15,000 BTU air conditioner for living room 
100W solar power for self-sufficient camping   Integrated black tank flush  
40 gallons fresh water      6 gallons water heater  
37 gallons gray water      24 gallons waste water  
9,4 gallons propane gas   

  

Graner Motorhome Rentals  
4540 South Arville Street  
Las Vegas NV 89103
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